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ABSTRACT: Recovery issues and typological and technological issues seem to be intrinsically related on the
conceptual and operational plan. These same issues gave rise, since long, to studies focused especially on ordinary historical building, but it is not jet clear how to operate on Twentieth Century military architectures.In recent years, the action to these buildings was to pull them down and build new constructions putting in place
significant increases in volumes.What is more surprising is that the decision of demolition is not based on any
studies of value, but just on the widespread opinion that these military architectures have not any value. This
anachronistic position lead some Italian Universities to analyze the military building realized in the first fifty years
of the twentieth century.
The University of Trento research group has examined the hole military area in the city itself, where, in less than
fifty years, has taken shape one of the largest fortress cities of Europe, in particular has point out a building
that, as soon as the local administration buy it, in 2010, will proceed with its demolition.

MILITARY ARCHITECTURE
A critical evaluation of the civil engineering assets constructed in the first fifty years of the twentieth century
raises the question of the best use to be made of them and hence whether to preserve them en block or only
as single artefacts. The question, in other words, is whether to restore or, alternatively, demolish them, in deference to their own design principle, which postulated a short-life span.
As in the case of industrial architecture, the architectural value of many of such structures has been recognised. However, no cultural value has been found for the remaining structures, such as for example, those designed for military activities, and thus no operative guiding principle has been identified for them. A positional
value has been recognised for defensive complexes, whether urban or rural, built in the first part of the last
century, but hitherto no value has been discerned in the buildings themselves. As can be imagined, the military structures are distributed evenly throughout the territory, but their greatest concentrations coincide with
areas where territorial borders underwent frequent variations.
Every historical period has produced military structures specific to it. They were intended to represent examples
of “perfect architecture” and, as such, took due account of the latest development in armaments to achieve
the maximum defensive capacity or simply to guarantee the greatest comfort for the troops.
Engineers of genius have always participated in the design of defensive structures. Leonardo da Vinci, for example, designed arms, machines for waging war, and special buildings for logistics and defence. Civil architects such as Vitruvio, Palladio and Milizia described and produced many works in the military sector. However, commencing from the nineteenth century the military also availed themselves of their own engineers,
who experimented with forms, materials, and construction technologies and their principles were later adopted in civil architecture.
Defensive structures included forts, walls, trenches, bunkers, barracks as well as buildings to house arms, food,
clothing etc. and they all had precise architectural, constructive and settlement features.
Military activities sometimes took over existing buildings (for example, many convents, were turned into barracks especially after secularisation), but it was more customary to build new structures to serve as organisational centres, warehouses, hospitals, etc.
Moreover, military structures, whether the result of transformations of existing buildings or newly constructed,
were subject to continual maintenance throughout their use, and hence as a whole they were never affected
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by physical obsolescence. In some cases they underwent functional transformations as a result of natural
events or changed military exigencies. However, these complexes can, in most cases, be considered authentic self-contained communities, with their own life, undergoing regular maintenance and without needing any
major transformation.
When the reasons for their original use ceased to apply a new function was, in many cases, given to them.
Hence, in the past, given on the one hand, the impossibility of wasting materials and technology and, on the
other, their excellent construction qualities, these structures were given new functions: many barracks were
converted into residences, schools, offices, etc.
In Italy, as for that matter in Europe generally, the geopolitical changes of recent years have led to the abandonment of many structures run by the armed forces that were built during the last century. The abandonment
of these structures has been discussed for many years. In Italy, for example, agreements have been reached
between the Ministry of the Defence and the State Property Office. However, the initiatives in course are so
important that a European project was drawn up: MISTER (2006-2008) - Military and Industrial Site Reuse. The
project’s aim is to define a set of integrated actions for the restructuring and renewal of European cities
through the reuse of decommissioned (or to be decommissioned) industrial and military areas as a means to
limit urban sprawl. In so doing, it was desired to correct some structural and urban shortcomings that generally
characterise hastily constructed urban built areas.
Various transformation proposals have been suggested for Italian defensive structures. Thus, the Boscomantico
airfield will become a complementary structure for Catullo airport at Verona, the Pepe barracks in Venice will
be used to extend the Venice campus, the Spea (Società prodotti esplodenti autarchici) explosives factory at
Narni (Terni) will become the site for an amusement park, the Vittorio Veneto barracks of Costa San Giorgio
(Florence) will house the citadel of cultural heritage, the Saracini barracks of Falconara Marittima (Ancona)
will be incorporated into a ship-building yard to be used by the tourist port, and the Martelli barracks at Pordenone will be turned into a hospital structure. These are only some examples of a much longer list. In actual fact,
many military structures will be transformed into educational, museum and residential facilities.
Right from the beginning of this process, at least in Italy, it emerged that structures built before 1900 are considered “cultural artefacts”, (barracks, forts, etc.) and thus for such buildings philological restoration measures
have been proposed and executed so that they can be turned into museums or congress centres.
Instead, the prevalent opinion on twentieth century military works is very different. For such structures, the only
proposal advanced is demolition. There are well-known and lesser known examples of this trend, of which the
most publicised refers to the Montello barracks in Rome, which pursuant to the design1 drawn up by the architect Zaha Hadid, was turned into a museum of contemporary art (Maxxi). Also in this design solution, only one
core building was preserved and is now used for customers services: i.e. bar and restaurant facilities.
Radical demolitions are certainly useful. They enable large areas, with limited built volumes, to be recovered in
many urban environments.
However, what – we may ask - is taking place in the other European countries? If we analyse the work hitherto
performed we find the same attitude at work as regards these constructions as in Italy: pre-modern military
constructions are to be preserved, but more modern examples demolished. The dismemberment of twentieth
century military bases seems to be a commonly- accepted policy guideline. Public administrators and the society at large consider defensive works an obstacle to the enlargement of the built environment, and, as such,
sources of annoyance. The military assets are considered ugly and of poor quality, although this is, in part, because they are the work of designers outside the architectural critique. Rigidly camerated structures do little to
make buildings appetising for preservation, but they offer enormous urban planning potential as they provide
an opportunity for a more intensive use of the territory. Our architectural culture should not entertain the superficial approach of demolition. Studies should precede demolition works if for no other reason than retaining
the historical value that such assets represent. As for other categories of twentieth century buildings, military
structures should be analysed to determine their real potential and prepare policies for their preservation and
exploitation once and if an intrinsic value is ascertained.
THE CASE STUDY OF TRENTO
In order to draw attention to this omission, the members of the Building Restoration Laboratory of the University
of Trento carried out a detailed study on the vast military and public land assets standing in the city of Trento
for the purpose of determining if any of them possessed a value that made their preservation worthwhile. This
evaluation seems fully justified in view of the fact that in the city’s planning policy as developed in recent
years, the areas occupied by the armed forces are considered “re-usable containers”. Within 2010, the provincial administration will acquire 100,000 sq.m (the Battisti, Pizzolato, Chiesa, and Pezzoli barracks and the garrison) - a very considerable surface area, especially in relation to that held by the municipality. The use suggested for non-military assets is different. Preservation was suggested for the Questura, (the central police
bureau), complex (the new questura was installed in a new building in an area to the south of the city in 2006)
as this was situated in a seventeenth century building in front of the Castello di Buon Consiglio. The same decision was taken for the tribunal but for the prison standing nearby the solution was demolition. This was also the
view to emerge from the design competition for the new Trento judiciary centre, but in the last months of 2007
some cultural institutions (Italia Nostra, Fai, etc.) taking account of the value of the complex itself but not of the
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Figure 1: The fortress of Trento
building, initiated a battle to preserve the integrity of the eighteenth century architectural volume expressed
by the prison, but the final decision of the provincial administration has still to be communicated.
The urban plan forecast (the variant was approved in 2003) that in the area occupied by the Pizzolato barracks (about 10.6 hectares) a bathing establishment will be built, which should merge with the adjacent sports
and recreational area built in the 1990s.
On the grounds (18.6 hectares) of the Bresciani, Pezzoli and Chiesa barracks a hospital (650-800 beds) will be
built with a cubic volume of 6-700,000 cubic metres.
On the area occupied by the Battisti barracks and the military district, the construction of a “residential housing settlement with an effectively structural valency” has been suggested.
For such different structures the demolition of all the core buildings has been suggested. Consequently, it was
deemed appropriate to propose studies and analyses on the individual military bases, commencing from the
large Cesare Battisti barracks, a structure built by the Austro Hungarian government (Zappatori barracks) in
1914 according to the design plans laid down by the Ministry of War.
THE BARRACKS CESARE BATTISTI
The barracks marked the conclusion of a grandiose programme, which the Austro Hungarian government had
drawn up so that the territory of Trento would have hosted one of the largest fortresses in Europe, and tasked
to prevent entry from the areas to the South.
The barracks was situated in an agricultural area (35,000 sq. m) south of the historical centre and on an important trunk road but distant from the rivers. The terrain was acquired by the city council and transferred to the
military authorities, which carried out the construction work on its own account, The climate of war made it
necessary to subvert the usual practices: namely the building of the barracks by the city council according to
the requests of the Ministry of War, which subsequently took out twenty-year, extendable leases for them.
The first complex comprised 9 core buildings configured in such a way as to create 3 distinct nuclei: - the entry
area (guard units, non-commissioned officers’ quarters, and the command centre for the heads of staff); the
military area in which the core structures (the heads of staff’s quarters, the service building for the troops and
the troops quarters) created two large spaces: one dedicated to parades (3,400 sq. m) and the other to training (1,500 sq. m); and towards the south, three main structures were erected to be used as warehouses.
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Figure 2: The barracks of Trento
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The built volumes were positioned in such a way as to constitute courtyards. In fact the layout shows that it is
organised around squares and acquired the proportions of a nineteenth century planning scheme based on
the organisation of residential/civil blocks.
Notwithstanding the irregularities of the area, the buildings, with the exception of the guardhouse, were arranged in an orthogonal manner with a very regular layout with respect to the road and crossed by a number
of small roads. The buildings themselves had an elementary form that revealed the architectural transformation taking place by adopting T, C, and H morphologies. Even the volumes were simple in their elevation: they
rose 1 - 2 floors, and were punctuated by rectangular openings in horizontal and vertical lines, which, notwithstanding the modest size of the buildings, were designed to give a sense of height. The buildings bore the
characteristic stylistic features of the society that was establishing itself.
The buildings were constructed on the basis of a load- bearing walls with a width of 45 and 60 cm that rested
upon strip foundations (60 and 75 cm) and with concrete columns placed along the centre line. Ground-level
flooring differed according to the building’s use. Inhabited buildings had to ensure that the floor was built over
a ventilated space.
The floors above ground level were made of reinforced concrete beams supporting 6 cm reinforced concrete
slabs. The floor covering differed according to the intended use of the building: concrete and masonry for
residences and ribbed flooring if the space was used as a warehouse. The design blueprints show a layer of insulation (in cork) and a waterproofing layer on the load-bearing floor structure.
Vertically communicating elements (a two-way ramp solution) were entirely made from concrete.
Different window/door frames were used according to intended use, but they were all in wood. In service areas and corridors/storerooms single-glazing window frames were used but double-glazed windows were used
elsewhere, and all were equipped with tiltable ventilation systems.
The utility service solutions were all very innovative. The structures were designed by the master builder Raimond Janesch who together with Schnell undertook the construction work and adopted experimental materials and technologies. Construction work was completed very quickly by using standardised production
methods for many elements (artificial stone cornices, doors, windows etc.).
By comparing the actual production with the design, it was discovered that stylistic simplifications were introduced during construction - probably to bring the completion date forward. Therefore the decorative elements embellishing parade grounds were simplified or even eliminated in core building for services (storage
buildings, stables, etc.).
In some structures, such as the officers’ quarters for example, an imposing monumental character was originally designed but during construction the ornamental base course and floral acroterions were eliminated.
And a symmetrical vertical structure that would have terminated in a pediment incorporating a clock was
never built. However, the core building that underwent the most far-reaching modifications was the structure
originally intended to function as a workshop.
The base was not damaged during the First World War. After the annexation (1919) of the territory to Italy the
barracks (under the name of main barracks Charlie) were used by the Italian armed forces and further extended, as some military structures in the city had been converted into civil residences. In 1926 7 core structures were added. Architecturally these were good quality buildings although deploying traditional materials
and technologies. Moreover, the need for more space led to the construction of additional floors on some
core buildings.
The enlargement was designed by the state civil engineering office although it had to incorporate the suggestions of the city council. After the extension works the complex covered 60,000 sq. m.
Nor was the complex damaged during the Second World War. In 1968, another 5 core buildings were constructed which brought the total occupied area up to 80,000 sq. m.
Commencing in the 1960s, residential buildings began to spring up around the barracks, which rapidly led to
the end of the complex’s isolation. The residential quarter that grew up around the base was very poor quality,
lacking services and necessary infrastructures.
For over 60 years the base continued to operate and, as the military continually carried out maintenance
work, the complex as a whole remained well preserved. In recent years additional floors were added to some
buildings but in harmony with both the original stylistic elements and the construction techniques.
CONCLUSIONS
The sale of the Cesare Battisti barracks and above all the demolition proposal of the municipal land-use plan,
led us to carry out a study on the base and its surroundings.
The retrieval of the blueprints of the core buildings built in 1914 and 1936 enabled us to appreciate its technological and architectural value. A purely visual comparison between the design and the actual construction
showed us that no significant modifications took place as regards its original architectural and constructive
character. For the city of Trento, it is an important complex and one of the first in which horizontal and vertical
structures in reinforced concrete were used. It should lead us to re-evaluate military architecture. In this case
the base pioneered stylistic and constructive developments that were to be adopted by civilian architecture.
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Figure 3: The plan of Battisti barracks
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In actual fact, innovation was not introduced by the first industrial buildings (e.g. the Vittoria mill by engineer
Stolcis) but by military buildings; first forts and later barracks.
The value of the Cesare Battisti barracks does not, therefore, consist wholly in its land occupancy - given its potential to resolve the shortage of residential areas of the city – but also in its architectural and technological
qualities.
The analysis carried out brought to light the destructuration of the quarter, which is the cause of its poor quality. However, this is only superficially related to the presence of the base. In point of fact, the barracks represent the only part of the quarter that can be restored to functionality with a few modest measures, and thus
become a propulsive centre for the quality of life in the quarter.
However, based on our past experience, it is feared that engineers and public administrators will focus the
findings of their analysis solely upon the importance of the area as a means for resolving urban inconveniences, without taking into account the technical and architectural value of the built area.
We should, therefore, commence to undertake precise and comprehensive analyses of modern military structures. They are important episodes in our architectural history and perhaps may become fundamental elements for a future urban renewal.

Figure 4: The construction of Battisti barracks

Figure 5 (left): The Battisti barracks: yesterday (1914); Figure 6 (right): The Battisti barracks: today (2008)
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